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Bad Metals Made with Good-Metal Components
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We have grown thin stable films of a good metal, Ag, that have characteristics of bad metals:
resistivity, strong temperature dependence of resistivity, and lack of resistive saturation. For film
different thickness, the temperature-dependent resistance and the Hall effect resistance provide e
that the apparent bad metallicity is a consequence of the microstructure of the film rather tha
result of new physics. This microstructure, which we characterize with scanning probe techni
occurs on length scales comparable to the mean free path, thereby changing the sign of the cl
magnetoresistance from positive to negative. [S0031-9007(98)07453-5]

PACS numbers: 73.50.Jt
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Many of the most exciting new materials discovered
the past two decades can be classified as “bad meta
Distinguishing characteristics of metals in this category i
clude an anomalously high resistivity scale and the abse
of resistivity saturation at high temperature [1]. Thes
characteristics imply an electronic mean free path,l, which
is shorter than the physically reasonable length scales
the problem and are seen in materials such as alkali-do
C60 [2], high-Tc superconductors [3], and the itinerant fe
romagnet SrRuO3 [4]. When l is shorter than the inter-
atomic spacing or the inverse Fermi wave vector,k21

F ,
the Boltzmann theory of transport is not self-consiste
[5]. This boundary of self-consistency has been draw
with several criteria (i.e., the Ioffe-Regel limitkFl .

1 or the Mooij limit r , 100 150 mV cm) [6,7], and
good metals deviate from a metallic temperature dep
dence of resistivity at or near these demarcations [8,9].

We have studied thin films of a good metal, silver (Ag
which can be made to mimic bad metals. Prepared w
the proper microstructure, these films have extremely h
effective resistivities and anomalously large temperatu
dependences of their resistivities, but their Hall effect r
mains that of bulk Ag. The residual resistivity and tem
perature dependence of resistivity are linearly related—
single multiplicative scale factor maps the resistivity da
for a given film onto that of a thick silver film. Most in-
triguingly, these films have a negative magnetoresistan
which is quadratic in the applied field. This magnetores
tance has the same magnitude as the classical magne
sistance,DRyR , 2svctd2, where vc is the cyclotron
frequency andt is the scattering time, but with the op
posite sign. Using microscopic imaging techniques, sca
ning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscop
(AFM), and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), we a
able to characterize the microstructure that leads to th
transport anomalies. The anomalous magnetoresistanc
determined to be a consequence of microstructure h
ing characteristic length scales comparable to the elect
mean free path.

The films discussed in this paper were grown by the
mal evaporation of Ag onto glass substrates at room te
0031-9007y98y81(18)y3936(4)$15.00
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perature in a vacuum lower than1027 Torr and at a rate of
1 Å per minute. The thickness,d, was determined by mon-
itoring the amount of deposited mass with a quartz cryst
monitor calibrated with the thickness measured by AFM
By measuring resistancein situ, during deposition, we
were able to identify films by their location in the sequenc
of the stages of growth (Fig. 1). Initially, the growth pro-
ceeds by nucleation of isolated Ag clusters. These cluste
grow by surface diffusion of the arriving adatoms. Even
tually, the cluster sizes become large enough to coales
and form discrete, continuous paths. Finally, the film be
comes homogeneous, a medium of well-connected micr
scopic grains. The films discussed below are too thin
show classical size effects in the resistivity, a regime whe
the electronic transport in Ag is well understood [10], bu

FIG. 1. Resistance as a function of coverage for a 560-Å-thic
film (top panel). Below 100 Å, nucleation of isolated grains
From 100 to 200 Å, growth of isolated islands. From 200 t
400 Å, coalescence of islands. From 400 to 500 Å, crossov
to classical size effect. From 500 Å on, classical size effect
The bottom right panel shows classical size effect scaling
resistivity,r ! r0 for 1yd ! 0. The bottom left panel shows
power law scaling of resistance with deviation from critica
thickness,R , sd 2 dcd2h , h  1.3 6 0.1, anddc  192 Å.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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thicker than quench-condensed films used to study we
localization [11].

Both the coalescence and homogeneous regions ca
quantitatively identified. The lower right-hand panel o
Fig. 1 shows the resistivity as a function of inverse thic
ness,d21. For thickness greater than 450 Å, resistivity
linear ind21, in agreement with classical size-effect theo
ries of [12,13]. Extrapolation of the solid line to the ori
gin sd ! `d gives r0  5.9 mV cm, a reasonable value
for films grown under these conditions. The lower lef
hand panel of Fig. 1 shows a linear dependence of the
of resistance on the log ofsd 2 dcd, wheredc is a criti-
cal thickness. In the thickness rangedc , d , 400 Å
the resistance is a power law in thickness,sd 2 dcd2h .
This scaling of resistance as a power law in a thic
ness difference has been previously observed in thin g
films and interpreted in terms of percolation theory [14
The bad-metal films in this paper have thicknesses va
ing between 280 and 330 Å and are all from this coale
cence regime, relatively far from the percolation thresho
dc. The actual resistance of a film in this regime is ve
sensitive to the details of growth: substrate preparatio
rate of growth, base pressure, etc. These variables
fect the critical coverage at which coalescence occu
However, by monitoring the resistance during the grow
process, we can controllably arrest the growth process
produce stable films with reproducible transport propert
that can be further characterizedex situ.

The temperature-dependent resistivity is shown in Fig
for a series of Ag films grown in the coalescence regim
Both the residual resistivityr0 and the temperature de
pendence as measured by an approximately linear re
tivity slope drydT are significantly enhanced relative t
bulk behavior, represented by the 560-Å-thick film wit
growth characteristics shown in Fig. 1 and which is al
the bottom-most curve in Fig. 2. As can be seen in t
inset of Fig. 2,r0 is directly proportional todrydT . This
proportionality suggests that there is a common source
the renormalization that gives rise to anomalously hi
resistivity scales. The discrepancy arises because re
tivity is calculated by multiplying the measured sheet r
sistanceR by the measured film thicknessd. With this
procedure we are using a thickness and aspect ratio wh
seriously overestimates the effective thickness of the fi
and underestimates the contribution of the longer paths t
the currents must follow. The resistivity is therefore e
hanced by the microscopic geometry of the film, not b
any change in the physics of conduction. The simple a
of rescaling the resistivity calculation by the correct ge
metrical factor will cause all of the curves in Fig. 2 to co
lapse onto a single curve representing transport in b
material. This interpretation is consistent with our findin
that the Hall coefficients of our samples are unchang
This simple phenomenon, proportional enhancement ofr0
and drydT , is a signature of tortuous conduction path
and extremely thin links enhancing the calculated resist
ity. That films in the coalescence regime would requi
ak
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FIG. 2. Resistivity as a function of temperature for a series
Ag films grown at room temperature. The film with the lowe
resistivity is the 560 Å thick film whose growth is shown in
Fig. 1. ItsdrydT is that of bulk silver. As the films become
thinner and approach the critical thickness for coalescence, b
r0 anddrydT increase with a common scale factor. The ins
shows the linear relation ofdrydT with r0.

some geometric renormalization to account for the sam
inhomogeneity is not surprising, but that this term cou
be of order 1000 in a 300-Å-thick film is surprising. Th
conduction paths must be very thin, narrow, and twistin
but at the same time they are composed of material h
ing the conductivity of bulk Ag metal. A less dramatic
geometric enhancement may be occurring in the alka
metal-doped fullerenes, where Refs. [2,15] indicate thatr0
anddrydT of Rb3C60 are roughly a factor of 2 higher than
r0 anddrydT of K3C60. Clearer examples of this geomet
ric effect are seen in sintered bulk samples of YBa2Cu3Ox

[16] and thin epitaxial films of Ba12xKxBiO3 [17]. In the
YBCO case the microstructure of a sintered pellet is ana
gous to partially connected Ag grains. In epitaxial BKBO
films there are strains that are induced by changes in o
gen stoichiometry which may introduce cracking and, a
result, complicated current paths.

Characterization of the surface topography with sca
ning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy h
provided insights into the nature of microstructure that
responsible for the strong geometric renormalization of t
resistivity. The AFM micrographs show films compose
of grains with an average diameter of 500 Å which a
pear to be densely packed on the surface of the substr
Careful examination of the topography on length sca
comparable to the grain size shows that, while some g
between grains extend to the substrate, the vast majo
3937
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do not, suggesting a film that is already well connecte
In contrast to the AFM images, SEM micrographs, tak
with the incident electron beam normal to the surface
the film, show the topography of a globular, percolativ
cluster with a clear separation between the conducting
ver and the nonconducting intergrain material. Both m
croscopy techniques have problems measuring the thin
narrow gaps between grains; AFM is limited by the sma
but finite size of the scanning probe tip, and SEM is i
sensitive to thin layers on an insulating substrate. Neith
technique measures the electrical coupling between gra
To understand this coupling, we have employed elect
static force microscopy [18,19].

Electrostatic force microscopy images the local surfa
potential, weighted by the effective, local capacitance b
tween the cantilever and the sample [18]. With the sam
grounded, the EFM micrograph (taken simultaneously w
AFM data) shows features that are related to the topo
raphy of the sample via the changing capacitance. W
a bias applied to the sample, the EFM signal chang
The features, which still contain topographical informa
tion, separate into two domains, one at low potential, t
other at high. While we have not yet been able to com
pletely separate the two signals and thereby resolve
conducting and nonconducting portions of our films, th
structure of the domains is fairly clear. The high potenti
portion of the film is filamentary with domains that tend t
have a width of 1 to 3 grains. The lower potential portio
of the film is composed of larger structures with an ave
age width of 3 to 5 grains. Although we cannota priori
determine which is the globally connected conducting po
tion of the film, it is clear that both domains are tenuou
and interpenetrating on submicron length scales.

The most dramatic impact of the microstructure on tran
port is seen in the negative magnetoresistance (Fig.
measured with the field normal to the sample surface. O
understanding of these data is based on the recognition
transport is dominated by electron flow in narrow tortuo
channels having a typical width,w, on the order of the bulk
transport scattering length,l0 , 300 Å. In this configura-
tion much of the resistance is due to diffusive scattering
the channel boundaries. Two regimes can be identified a
are discussed below: a low-field weak-localization regim
at low temperatures, and a higher-field classical regime
high temperatures.

The low temperature magnetoresistance peak (Fig.
can be fitted with the standard functional form for weak l
calization in 2D [11], but the parameters extracted from t
fits are not consistent with the scattering rates implied
the resistivity measurements. Attempts to include theore
cally predicted [20] flux cancellation that occurs whe
there is boundary scattering in constrained channels qu
tatively account for the higher field scales but do n
yield consistent scattering times. Experimental work o
quasi-one-dimensional wires in GaAs-based heterostr
tures [21,22] has demonstrated these flux cancellation c
rections, but these systems, in contrast to our Ag film
3938
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FIG. 3. Change in resistance with applied magnetic field
various temperatures, normalized to the resistance at 7 T w
the curves offset for clarity. The low-field peak, seen a
low temperatures, is due to weak localization. The hig
field behavior is quadratic. The inset shows the temperatu
dependence of the coefficient extracted by fitting the hig
field data to a parabola, line with markers, andsvctd2yH2 
fRHyrsTdg2, line.

have straight channels with well-defined boundaries. It
possible that extensions of theory to include surface asp
ties and tortuous paths could model the weak-localizati
behavior of our system.

The high-field magnetoresistance is negative a
quadratic in the applied field, in contrast to thepositive
magnetoresistance seen in bulk Ag and observed in
thickest film (Fig. 1 and bottom-most trace of Fig. 2)
Fitting the high-field data to a parabola, we extra
a coefficient a fRsHd 2 Rs0dyRs0d , 2aH2g. The
magnitude and temperature dependencea (Fig. 3 inset)
is consistent with the classically expected magnetores
tance,a  svctd2yH2, which we estimate from our Hall
effect and resistivity measurements of a thick Ag film
svctd2  fHRHyrsT dg2 (solid line in Fig. 3 inset). This
shows good qualitative agreement without the use of a
fitting parameters, but does not explain the sign change

The sign change can be understood with a simple cl
sical model, a narrow twisting channel or wire with dif
fuse boundary scattering. In a straight wire, where t
channel width is less than a mean free path, the maj
ity of the conductivity comes from electrons that trave
down the center of the channel. A small applied ma
netic field increases resistance because it deflects elect
traveling down the center into the sides of the wire.
high fields,Rc , 0.55w, wherew is the channel width,
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straight channels show a negative resistance. In this ca
the electrons are in cyclonic orbits and for a straight wir
can again travel down the center of the wire, unaffecte
by the boundaries. This gives rise to reduced backscatt
ing and negative magnetoresistance. These effects h
been seen in systems with straight channels [23]. In o
Ag films, Rc , 7 mm at 7 T, a value significantly larger
than the width inferred from both the transport measur
ments (Fig. 2) and the scanning probe characterizatio
Our samples are therefore in the low-field regime whe
the boundary scattering models for straight channels p
dict positive magnetoresistance. With a curved wire, th
situation differs; all straight paths hit the edges. A circu
lar orbit in a magnetic field can actually allow the electron
to travel farther without hitting the sides of the wire, pro
ducing a negative magnetoresistance. Thus, the origin
this effect is that a small magnetic field helps an electro
around a curve, but would always hinder its travel down
straight wire.

To test this hypothesis, we have performed a simple ca
culation, based on prior theoretical treatments [24,25]
electronic transport in narrow, straight channels with diffu
sive boundary scattering. We consider a two-dimension
annular channel with inner radiusr and width w. The
boundary scattering is diffusive and no bulk scattering
considered. We ignore bulk scattering because the inferr
mean free path at which the magnetoresistance satura
(Fig. 3 inset) is comparable to the channel widths observ
in EFM, implying that we are in the clean limit. The resis
tivity is computed using the semiclassical Boltzmann equ
tion with the approach described by Pippard [25]. In th
limit of the radius of the annulus being much larger tha
the width, r ¿ w, the magnetoresistance of the annulu
reduces to that of a straight wire. However, whenr is
comparable or only a few times larger thanw, the mag-
netoresistance of the annulus differs from that of a wir
In particular, at low applied fields the magnetoresistanc
is of the formDRyR  svctd2Fsrywd, where the func-
tion F is negative and of order unity for values ofryw
that are consistent with the microstructure of our films
1 , ryw , 10. Our simple model thus predicts a nega
tive magnetoresistance with a magnitude consistent w
that observed in our films.

In summary, we have described the growth and cha
acterization of thin Ag films which possess an anomalou
negative magnetoresistance together with apparent re
tivities that seem to violate the assumptions necessa
for the application of Boltzmann transport theory. We
have identified the microstructural origin of the geometri
renormalization that explains the scale of the resistivi
and can identify a signature for it, namely, the proportion
ality of the enhancement ofr0 anddrydT . Finally, we
establish the connection between the heretofore unrec
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nized negative classical magnetoresistance and the und
lying tortuous microstructure of the films. The observed
new phenomenology depends more on how the system
assembled than on what composes it.
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